Cube Acid Hybrid Pro 400 black´n´iridium
2019
Product price:

2 199,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: Trapeze 17", Trapeze 15", 19", 21",
23", 15", Trapeze 19", 17"
Radgröße: 29"
Application area: Hardtail
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Hard Tail MTB

Product description:
A bike shouldn't just fit easily into your life, it should be an extension of your life. The Acid Hybrid
Pro is designed to meet all your riding needs in one sleek, adaptable and reliable package; a Bosch
e-bike that can do it all. The Bosch Active Plus drive unit and battery - housed so neatly in the
elegant down tube most people won't even notice they're there - give your pedalling an extra
helping hand for easier hills, hassle-free commuting and the range to explore further afield at the
weekends. Slick-shifting Shimano Deore 10 speed gears are complemented by matching hydraulic
disc brakes for dependable all-weather stopping, while the easily-adjustable air sprung Suntour fork
with lockout smoothes out the roughest of roads and trails and the Schwalbe tyres grip tenaciously
in all conditions. Ride to work, ride to the shops, ride into the hills... the Acid Hybrid Pro is your ideal
companion.
Building an e-bike isn't particularly hard. Building a Bosch e-bike that works seamlessly with the
motor and battery system, is light and easy to handle, and looks superb too... that's the tricky part.
It's a good thing, then, that the CUBE engineering team loves a challenge. The Acid Hybrid Pro's
aluminium superlite chassis is a masterclass in elegant functionality. From the cunningly integrated
battery and drive unit to the sleek hydroformed tubing, weight-saving double butting and tapered
head tube, the features here are exactly the same as you'd find on one of our range-topping
hybrids. Agile Ride Geometry ensures that handling is as intuitive and easy as you'd expect, while
integrated mudguard mounts make all-weather riding a simple upgrade away. We've even included
cable routing, so that gear cables run inside the frame out of reach of mud, grit and water for longlasting smooth shifting. It's everything you need, and nothing that you don't.
frameAluminium Superlite, Advanced Hydroforming, Agile Ride Geometry, Double Butted,
Tapered Headtube, Internal Cable Routing, Full Integrated Battery
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colourblack´n´iridium
sizeMen: 15", 17", 19", 21", 23", Trapeze: 15", 17", 19"
forkSR Suntour XCR32 Air, 100mm, Lockout
headset FSA Orbit 1.5B ZS-R, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Zero-Stack 1 1/2"
(OD 56mm)
stemCUBE Performance Stem Pro, 31.8mm
handlebarCUBE Rise Trail Bar, 700mm
gripsNatural Fit GRIP All Terrain
rear derailleurShimano Deore RD-M6000-DGS, ShadowPlus, 10-Speed
shiftersShimano Deore SL-M6000, Rapidfire-Plus
brake systemShimano BR-MT400, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/180)
cranksetFSA CK-602, 38T, 175mm
cassetteShimano Deore CS-HG500, 11-42T
chainKMC X10
rimsCUBE ZX20, 32H, Disc
front hubShimano Deore HB-M6000, QR, Centerlock
rear hubShimano Deore FH-M6000, QR, Centerlock
front tireSchwalbe Tough Tom, Active, 2.25
rear tireSchwalbe Rapid Rob, Active, 2.25
pedalsCUBE PP MTB
saddleNatural Fit Active
seat postCUBE Performance Post, 30.9mm
seatclampCUBE Varioclose, 34.9mm
drive unitBosch Drive Unit Active Plus (50Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
battery Bosch PowerPack 400
chargerBosch 2A
displayBosch Purion
extras 500Wh Option
weight 21,3 kg
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